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Page 2: About you   

Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below 
as you wish it to be published.  

I would like my response to be anonymous (the response may be published, but no name)  

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name 
of your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  

 
 

 

Page 8: Offensive behaviour at football (the section 1 offence)   

Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 

Comments: 

I have watched in dismay as this proposal went from a ludicrous half-baked idea to become law in 
Scotland. The Act was brought in as a result of what was happening on a football pitch in one match. It 
had nothing to do with football fans per se. I belived that this fact alone would mena it would fall once it 



Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

had undergone parliamentary scrutiny but all we had was a delay. I believe it is a highly political Act and 
one which the SNP used to garner votes as they were "being seen to do something" Instead the SNP took 
the opportunity to criminalise an easy target in society, football fans who do so much good. I see every day 
how football fans use their contacts to raise money for charity and to help out those in their communities 
who politicians have failed. Yet that is ignored and we have a piece of legislation on the statute in Scotland 
which sets apart ordinary Scots who happen to be football fans as potential criminals. They can commit a 
crime for ban Act which would penalise them as football fans when the same bnehaviour at e.g. a rugby 
match would go unpunished. I've watched in dismay as young people have been arrested and dragged 
through the courts time after time. Lives and careers potentially destroyed and for what? Singing a song? 
Swearing? Looking at a policeman the wrong way. Or having a flag? This is the 21st Century and a 
progressive countery is supposed to look after the interests of it's young people. Instead we are regressing 
to puritanical dog whistle politics where having a scapegoat enables those who do fail our communities to 
be shown as effective legislators and law enforcers. Having kids myself makes me especially fearful that 
they will fall victim to the crime of having a good time at a sporting event. The Offensiveness is this Act, not 
the Fans behaviour. Repeal now.  

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

a)The police and justice system 
It is a crazy waste of resources to criminalise speech. They would be much better dealing with the rsing 
tide of homophobia and racist abuse which is a real blight on our communities. Football is an east target 
and lets those in the justice system off the hook for their failings here. 
It also brings these offices into disrepute 
 
b) Football Clubs 
The clubs adre on a collision course with thier own fans because of this Act. Hypocritically the 
Government claims to support Scottish sport and yet is behind this Act which acts as a barrier to match 
attendance particularly among the young and deprives clubs of much needed revenue. 
 
(c)Football supporters 
Ironically the removal of the Act may lead to increased trust in the police. The relationship between the 
police and football fans in Scotland has never been great and this exacerbates that situation. It leads to a 
mistrust of police in general among fans who often come from the very working class communities who 
are being deprived of effective policing.  

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by 
politicians, the police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

We need to normalise football. We have a ludicrous situation in Glasgow where kids aren't allowed to 
wear the strips of Celtic and Rangers at football training camps and in school sport. This is a farcical 
situation. 
 
Politicians also need to talks about the huge economic and social benefits football brings to Scotland. 
Talk the game and supporters up rather than denigrating them. Where there is ral criminality (able to be 
punished by previous laws then Act) but those laws have to be fairly applied across society so that you 
can be penalised for the same offence in a concert for example as you would in a football match. 
 
The media also need to play their part and end their commercial policy of linking football teams and their 
supporters to every news story in order to drive click through online sales. They fail us too by this 
practice. 
 
The police also need to engage with communities and end their aloof attitude. This will take time and that 
must be recognised in legislation. There are no overnight solutions to any issues in society. 
 
The sectarian industry also continually tells us of this "bogeyman" who many people simply don't 



Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by 
politicians, the police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

recognise. Where these is real sectarianism then act. Otherwise allow freedom of expression. 
 
Acting on the ridiculous number of parades in the West of Scotland wouls also be desirable or confine 
them to inddor venues or booked out park space.  

 

 

Page 11: Threatening communications (the section 6 offence)   

Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Partially supportive 

Comments: 

There are hardly any convictions under this section of the act. Why is that? Is it easier to make targets of 
kids at football than to look to effectively police social media?  

 

Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of 
expression (for example, use of other legislation)?  

It simply has to be taken seriously. When someone is threatened online it has to have the same gravitas 
as being threatened in the street. That simply is not happening currently and there is no explanation as to 
why.  
 
Only celebrities get protection from being threatened on social media in reality.  

 

 

Page 13: Strict Liability   

Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, 
should it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps 
to control fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

Unsure 

Comments: 

I simply do not have faith in the Scottish Football authorities to act effectively in this area much less 
Scottish politicians. Scottish Football largely looks at it's perceived commercial interests before anything 
else. Like all legislation the details of this would need to be scrutinised and in a more openminded fashion 
than was evident under the OBAfootball Act. 

 

Page 14: Transitional arrangements   



Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 
Act? (Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

All cases should be dropped. Any whcih fall under the remit of other legislation should be taken forward 
but a speedy doecsion on whether to contiunue with prosecution must be taken in the interests of justice 
and fairness.  

 

 

Page 15: Financial implications   

Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the 
proposed Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Significant reduction in cost 

Comments: 

The budget of the policing of this act is crazy given the strainon resources. We witness criminal behaviour 
and yet the police wait for CCTV coverage to act. Effectively acting on misbehaviour means feet on the 
ground and not just in football matches but in communities who desperately need good community policing 
(outside of patrol cars) the money saved on OBFA should be used there. We also have the ludicrous 
situation of Scottish taxpayers paying for the police to go to European away games to look for 
offensiveness. Crazy. That resource has to be re-allocated 

 

Page 16: Equalities   

Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage 
and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Positive  

 

Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

These groups are not getting the full protection of the law while so many resources are concentrated on 
this act. The number of offences against these groups dwarfs the offences in football and yet get nothing 
like the same coverage or resource.  

 

 

Page 18: General   

Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the 
consultation document?  

It has also given politics in Scotland a very bad name given the amateurish way it was pushed through 
and the undemocratic lack of proper accountability  

 

 



Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

My only direct experience is being filmed continually at football. 
 
I am a law abiding citizen and see this as a huge infringement of my civil liberties. It has also led me to 
accompany my children to football matches not because of a fear of disorder but more so them being 
caught up in the same type of ludicrous target driven policing we have witnessed for the past 4 years  

 

 


